THE ALCOHOL PROGRAM OF THE NUTRITION LABORATORY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE DOSES OF ALCOHOL ON MAN

Alcohol in not too large doses, taken by the mouth, is undoubtedly burned in the body and in this burning gives off heat which replaces equivalent energy ordinarily derived from food or body substance. This has been absolutely demonstrated by Professor Atwater and his associates with the respiration calorimeter at Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. This scientific proof of the important rôle that moderate doses of alcohol may play in the human energy economy finds verification in the masterly, statistical studies of Armand Gautier in Paris, who has shown that there are certainly several million people who regularly receive in their daily diet somewhat more energy in the form of alcohol than they do in the form of protein. What has been demonstrated of the French is probably true of many others. Thus we see that a physiological study of alcohol is, on abstract, scientific grounds, essential to a complete understanding of the materials regularly ingested which serve as the sources of energy to the body.

Although protein, fat and carbohydrates have long been studied in a systematic manner, alcohol in recent years has, in spite of the agitation regarding its moral, economical and sociological importance, received but scant, irregular attention in a relatively few scientific laboratories. With regard to its physiological action there
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